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A series of new generation bismuth and boron addition complexes of C60 , prepared
through high temperature solid state reactions
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Synthesis of a series of bismuth and oxyboron addition complexes of ful1erene through solid-state reaction between C 60
and a (zinc. bismuth) borate glass at 6S0-700°C under argon atmosphere is reported here. Depending on the reaction
conditions, different complexes are formed in different proportions which remain encased in the matrix of the glass
imparting different colours to the composite. By controlling the reaction conditions, two composite glasses, one of green
colour and the other of red colour have been obtained. Relatively better stability of these complexes enabled us to extract at
least. the relativel y low molecular weight species of these complexes of the composites by eluting the latter with toluene.
The complexes are characterized by UV -Vis-NIR absorption , mass and IR studies. It is observed that the bismuth ions of the
glass add directly to the C 60 cage, while borate ions, like osmate ions, add through oxygen. The composite glasses exhibit
good non-linear optical properties and enhanced electrical conductivity showing a possibility of their use in different device
applications.
IPC Code: Int. Cl. 7 C07FS/OO; C07F9/94
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Buckminster ful1erene (C 60 ) is much more reactive than it was originally thought. This is because the
pentagonal rings adjacent to benzanoid rings of the
molecule are structurally strained 1.2•6.9 and hence have
a tendency to avoid double bonds causing a poor
delocalization of the electrons. As a consequence, the
molecule behaves more as electron deficient super
alkenes than as super-aromatic. The reactivity of
fullerene, has been demonstrated by a number of
addition reactions namely, addition with osmium
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pyracylene bonds. There are six such pyracylene units
in C6Q, arranged octahedrally and the addition
reactions may occur in three different ways namely,
cycloaddition, addition involving bridge and addition
of separate groups. Many of these reaction products
have tendency to eliminate and reform the parent
fullerene, posing difficulty in determining their
structure by mass spectroscopy. Synthesis and
characterization of two series of bismuth and boron
related new generation compounds of fullerene (C 60 ),
which are relatively stable, are reported here.

Materials and Methods
The precursor glass was prepared by melting a
composition of (mole%) B 2 0 3 = 30 - 45, Bi 20 3 = 20 -

45 and ZnO = 10 - 40, in a high pure alumina crucible
at a temperature around 850°C. The new complexes
of fullerene (C 60) were prepared l5 in a mixed state, by
interacting, approximately 50 g of the frits of the
above (zinc, bismuth) borate glass with fullerene of a
definite weight in the range 0.005-0.007 g, at
650-700°C under argon atmosphere. At this
temperature, the mixture in each case is transformed
into a homogeneous melt.
The reaction was allowed to occur for 30 min and
then rapidly quenched to a monolithic glassy
composite. A green colour composite was found to
result when a trace amount of free oxygen and water
was present in the base glass or in the reaction
environment, while a dark red colour glass resulted
when the reaction environment was free from oxygen
and moisture. By controlling the reaction environment
and the amount of trapped oxygen and moisture in the
reactant glass, composites of both the colours could
be prepared. A composite of fullerene and pure Bi 20 3
was also prepared by a similar solid-state reaction to
cross check the possibility of complex formation
between bismuth and C 60 . Again, to check whether or
not boron can add to C 60 in absence of bismuth oxide,
we prepared a similar compositel 7-1 9 using a leadborate glass and C 60 . No unusual change of colour or
absorption spectrum of fullerene was noted in this
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case. All chemicals used for the preparation of the
base glass were of reagent grade (E. Merck) and the
C60 fullerene used was of 99.5+ % purity (Lancaster,
UK).
Occurrence of unusual colour and as a
consequence, new absorption spectrum of each of the
composites indicated that fullerene had undergone
some sort of chemical interaction with the glass. To
in vestigate precisely the nature of interaction in case
of each of the composites, we isolated the fullerene
species bonded with relatively smaller units of
network chain of the glass as follows: A certain
amount of frit of the respective composite glass,
crushed to powder in a mortar under immersed
condition in toluene with a continuous flash of argon
and the mixture was stirred vigorously. Toluene in
contact with the surface of the powder was able to
dissolve out a fraction of the incorporated C 60 , which
were attached to relatively smaller bismuth borate
chains of the network. The mixture was then quickly
filtered off to obtain a clear filtrate. Since the spectral
feature of the filtrate was found to change with time
due to slow gradual degradation of the complexes in
presence of air and moisture, filtrate of the instantl y
prepared extract was used to study UV-Vis-NIR,
Mass and IR spectra of the complexes. It has been
found that within the first 4-5 min of extraction, the
extent of degradation of the complexes is insignificant
and the spectrum remains unchanged.
Samples of the filtered extracts corresponding to
each of the composites were also subjected to
qualitative chemical analysis to detect the inorganic
part of the complexes. A bismuth oxychloride test
with the filtrate, showed presence of bismuth ions,
while a methyl borate test, indicated the presence of
borate in the extract.
All absorption and reflectance spectra were studied
in a Shimadzu UV -Vis-NIR absorption spectrometer
(model 3101 PC). Absorption spectrum of the
composite glass was studied by using a polished
sample, while the reflectance spectrum of the C6(r
Bi 20 3 composite was studied using powdered sample.
All lR spectra were recorded in a Perkin-Elmer FfIR
spectrometer. The electron spray ionisation (ESI)
mass spectrum of the mixture of complexes was
recorded in a Micromass Quattro Mass Spectrometer
(Model: LC-MS) by using a similar instantly prepared
extract. Nitrogen was used both as nebuliser and
desolation gas. The gas flow rates were 40 and 400
Llh, respecti ve ly.
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Fig. I - Lower part absorption spec tra: (z inc, bismuth) borate
base glass (-----); glass-(C 60 ) red compos ite (_ _ ); bl'ron and
bismuth complexes of C 60 of the red composite in toluene
( -0-0-0-) ; pristine C 60 in toluene (-•• - •• -). Inset : re tl cctan ce
spectra: (C 60 )-Bi 20 3 co mposite (b ); pure Hilo., (a) . Upper part
absorption spectra: glass-(C 60) green composite (-0-0-): b0ron and
bismuth complexes of C 60 of the green co mposite ill to luene.
(
).

Results and Discussion
Absorption spectra

All absorption spectra corresponding to the red and
the green composites along with some other related
spectra are shown collectively in Fig. 1. The lower
part of the figure shows the absorption spectrum of
the red composite along with the spectrum of the base
glass. The absorption spectrum of the mixture of
complexes of fullerene, extracted from the red
composite by toluene and recorded within 5 min of its
extraction, is also given vis-a-vis that of pristine
fullerene in the same solvent. The reflectance
spectrum of the composite of fullerene (C GO ) and
Bi 20 3 is shown in the inset. Although the base glass
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does not have any absorption band in the visible
region , the fullerene containing red glass shows a
strong absorption band around 468 nm and a shoulder
621nm with an absorption tail. covering a wavelength
region up to 1250 nm.
The two new bands at 468 and 621 nm of the
spectrum belong to the C 60 component of the
composite. The observed unusual differences both in
terms of energy and intensity of the two bands from
that of pristine C 60 in solid 20 , suggest that the C 60 in
the composite has definitely undergone some
chemical reaction with the glass. The host glass is an
oxide glass of zinc-bismuth borate composition, and
the composite-glass was realised by melting the glass
and C 60 mixture at a temperature of 600-700 D C under
an inert atmosphere. Hypothetically, under such
conditions, the possible entities of the glass with
which C60 can react, are boron, bismuth and zinc ions
and the trapped oxygen and water. In our earlier
studies l7 .l8 with a number of C 60-containing (zinc,
lead) phosphate glasses, we did not observe any
detectable interaction of C60 with the zinc ions of such
glass. It is also reported 2 1. 22 that in case of complexes
of C60 with zinc porphyrin, only a very weak
interaction between C 60 and the zinc ions persist. Such
weak interaction is not expected to bring about a
significant change in the spectrum of C60. We,
therefore, exclude the possibility of formation of any
strong complex of C GO with the zinc ions of the
present composite. The left over possible reactants are
boron, and bismuth ions of the glass network and
trapped oxygen.
It is also known9.l2.l4 that CGO while reacting with an
electron donating metal or other element through
opening one of its pyracylene bonds, [e.g., addition
with Pt(PPh 3)2 or Pd(PPh3)2 or oxygen], suffers a
change in its electronic and vibronic structure. Its
(hu ~ tl g) 405 nm band shifts to longer wavelength,
the absorption valley at 435 nm becomes broader and
red shifted, and the symmetry forbidden hu ~ tlu
(HOMO ~ LUMO) transition of 600 nm becomes
stronger because of the loss of symmetry of the
molecule. Appearance of the strong absorption band
at 468 nm with the concomitant disappearance of
(hu ~ fIg) 405 nm band and relative enhancement of
oscillator strength of the symmetry forbidden hu ~ flu
transition (621 nm) of pristine CGO • in the case of the
spectrum of the red composite, therefore, show that
the CGO molecules of the composite have undergone
complex formation with some electron donating

entities of the glass through opening of their
pyracylene bonds and as a result, suffered a loss in
symmetry. Addition of oxygen with C6Q, i.e. formation
of epoxide is known 6 to shift the 405 nm (hu ~ tl g)
band of pristine C60 to 424 nm only. So , the observed
large shift of the said band in case of the present
complexes seems to result from addition of some
other strong electron donating species of the glass to
C 60 . The only other electron donating species is the
bismuth ion (Bt3) which has one lone pair of
electrons in its 6s orbital. It can influence drastically
the spectral pattern of the C GO if it adds with the latter
through direct donation of its lone pair of electrons.
Such bismuth-CGO complexes, like 112C6oPt(PPh3)2 and
112CGOPd(PPh3h. are expected to have a absorption
bands lO. 12 around 440-470 nm. We, therefore,
associate the observed 468 nm band to some bi smuth
related addition complex of C6Q. Reflectance spectra
of BizOrC6Q composite (inset) also show a
characteristic absorption band around 465 nm, which
supports our view that the absorption band around
468 nm of the red glass-composite occurs due to
formation of bismuth related addition complex of C6Q.
Chemical detection of bismuth in the extract of the
complexes lends further evidence to the above view.
Because of strong absorption of the host glass itself,
we could not record the spectrum of the composite
further deep in to the UV.
The absorption spectrum of the mixture complexes
extracted in toluene from the red composite also
shows (Fig. 1, lower part) a broad visible absorption
band covering wavelength region up to 1250 nm. But,
in this case, the band maximum shifts from 470 nm to
around 570 nm. As observed in the case of the solid,
the extract of the red composite should also be rich in
concentration of bismuth related complexes of C6Q.
The 570 nm band should, therefore, be associated
with the bismuth related complexes. The observed
large red shift of the band in solution can be
understood by considering the fact that in solution the
complexes are free , and hence the associated bismuth
ions come closer to their respective C 60 moiety
making the charge transfer more efficient and thereby,
lowering the energy of the band. In the UV region, the
solution spectrum shows three bands at 272, 285 and
337 nm.
Absorption spectrum of the fullerene containing
green composite along with that of the absorption
spectrum of the mixture of complexes extracted from
the green composite in toluene and recorded within
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five minutes of its extraction, is shown in the upper
part of the Fig. 1. As expected from the difference in
colour, the spectrum of the green composite
significantly differs from that of the red composite. It
shows an absorption hump around 470 nm and two
additional relatively weak absorption bands at around
582 and 635 nm. A comparative study of the spectral
features of the green composite with that of the red
composite, suggests that the green sample, still
contains some bismuth related fullerene complexes
(as evident from the presence of hu ~ tl g band of such
species at around j"abs = 470 nm), although it mainly
comprises of some other new varieties of C 60 complexes which are characterized by the 582 and
635 nm symmetry forbidden HOMO-LUMO hu ~ tl u
red shifted bands of the associated C60 moieties. The
hu ~ t lg band corresponding to these new complexes
is not discernible in the spectrum of the solid possibly
because of the presence of overlapping relatively
stronger 470 nm band of the red complexes. In case of
the spectrum of the toluene extract of these
complexes, absorption bands are observed at around
428 , 540, 675 and 770 nm in the visible region and at
274 and 284 nm in the UV.
On migration from the solid host to solution, here
also an unusual red shift of the visible bands is noted,
e.g. the 582 and 635 nm HOMO-LUMO hu ~ tl u
bands observed in case of the solid shifts respectively
to 675 and 770 nm. The 470 nm absorption hump of
the spectrum of the solid is also found to be missing.
Instead, two new bands one at 428 and the other at
540 nm are observed. The 540 nm band seems to be
the red shifted version of the 470 nm band of the
associated bismuth complex, because such a
phenomenon of red shifting of the (hu ~ tlg)
absorption band of the bismuth related complexes on
migration from solid to solution has been observed in
the case of the red complexes. Considering the origin
of the 428 nm bands, we note that direct addition of
oxygen or addition of the other :najor constituent of
the glass, e.g. boron, with C 60 via oxygen-bridge, may
6
give rise to this band. Chemical detection of boron in
the extract of the complexes and the appearance of the
band at a bit longer wavelength (428 nm) compared to
that of fullerene epoxides indicates the possibility of
the oxygen mediated chemical attachment of boron
with fullerene in these complexes. In case of the
spectrum of the solid, this 428 nm band remains
submerged by the relatively stronger 470 nm band of
the bismuth addition complexes described above. As
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the 470 nm band of the bismuth complexes shifts to
540 nm due to migration of the complexes from the
solid to solution, the 428 nm band becomes
discernible.
Let us now concentrate on the UV part of the two
solution spectra. Since the lowest energy absorption
band of the solvent toluene itself, remains restricted
within 268-269 nm ranges, and a simple pure borate
or bismuth-borate unit does not have z3 any absorption
in the wavelength region higher than 250 nm, it is
rational to believe that the observed UV absorption
bands of the two spectra (around 272-274, 284-285
and 337 nm) are associated with the e 60 component of
the complexes. In fact, the UV absorption bands of
the mixture of complexes corresponding to the two
composites (namely, the 272-284 nm split band and
the 337 nm band, in case of red complexes and the
similar 274-284 nm split band in case of the green
complexes) are energetically close to those of the
272 nm and 335 nm dipole allowed n~ n* bands of
pristine C GO in toluene. The results further show that
the C 60 moieties are present in the complexes.
Mass spectra

The electron spray ionization (ES!) mass spectra in
the mass range 700-3000 of the toluene extract of the
mixture of fullerene complexes of the two composites
are shown respectively in Fig. 2 (red) and Fig. 3
(green). The spectrum in each case shows existence of
a number of species in appreciable concentrations
with masses higher than the mass of pristine fullerene
(720), but the species of the two composites are
different. Considering the fact that the (zinc, bismuth)
borate glass is an inorganic glass which is not soluble
in toluene, it is rational to assume that the species
which get dissolved from the glass into the toluene,
should either be fullerene itself or its fragments or
some derivatives of the fullerene. Only the derivatives
of fullerene can have masses above 720 amu.
In a recent laser photo-ionization time of flight
mass spectral study of a bismuth borate glass
(jBi 20 3 :B 20 3, where J = Bi zOiB 2 0 J ) containing high
proportion of bismuth, Stenz et al. 24 showed that
isolated structural units of relatively smaller mass
namely BO z (42-43), B 20 S 010-113), BsOg (179-185),
BiB z0 4 (293-295), BiB 20 5 (309-311), BiB 30 6
(336-338) and BiB 40 8 (378-381) are present in such
glass structures. The present glass is a (zinc, bismuth)
borate glass containing around 45 mole% of bismuth ,
So, above mentioned smaller structural units should
be present in its structure. If such units of the glass
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take part in chemical reactions with the incorporated
fullerene forming various addition complexes, it is
quite likely, that the toluene extract of each of the
composites should contain such complex species and
their mass spectra would show masses of these
addition complexes or some variants of them in
addition to other products of fullerene .
Fullerene is an organic molecule incorporated in an
inorganic glass, its solubility in the glass in the
pristine form, is extlected to be poor and hence a
possibility of existence of some fraction of fullerene
in the host as molecular clusters cannot be ruled out.
At the time of preparation of the composites, since the
melts are subjected to a process of rapid cooling (from
800/700°C to 300°C), such fullerene clusters in the
melt are expected to experience tremendously high
hydrostatic pressure. At such high temperature and

pressure, the fullerene molecules of the clusters are
likely to undergo cycloaddition reaction 2o with each
. other forming polymerized20.25.26 dimeric 27 , trimeric 28
or higher polymer of fullerene.
The masses of the species detected in the mass
spectrum of each of the two composites, can easily be
accounted for by adding the mass of oxygen or the
mass of one or more of the isolated glass-structural
units described earlier with that of C 60 or polymerized
C 60 . For example, analysis of the masses of the
different species observed in the mass spectrum of the
red composite (Fig. 2), shows that the species
corresponding to the mass of 737, is nothing but the
fullerene epoxide5,6 of structure C60>0. The species of
mass of 765 is formed through addition of one B02
fragment of the glass with a fullerene molecule.
Similar analysis has allowed us to identify the species
corresponding to the other masses of the mass
spectrum. Relatively more dominant members of
these species are shown in Table -1.
Detection of fullerene epoxide (m = 737) in the
spectrum proves our speculation that trapped oxygen
of the glass may react with the incorporated C60 • In
fact, during the cooling cycle of the molten
composite, the temperature and pressure inside the
melt remain high, Under such high temperature and
pressure, the trapped oxygen of the melt may react
with fullerene forming epoxide via opening of one of
the pyracylene bonds of the latter, which are olefinic
in nature, Similar addition reaction of oxygen with
olefin is well known in case of industrial preparation
of ethylene oxide. Presence of bismuth oxide in the
system possibly helps this oxidation reaction,
because, in case of our earlier studies 17,1 8 with a series
of fullerene doped (zinc, lead) borate glass, we did not
observe any such epoxide formation.
We propose the mechanism of the reaction as:
Under high hydrostatic pressure and
temperature (600-400°C) inside the
glass in the presence of Bi z0 3,
C 60 + O2 (trapped in the glass)

---t

Coo>

a

... (1)

Such mono or di-epoxide 5 ,6 and also the pristine
C 60 of the system, actually act as a precursor for the
formation of other species of higher masses. For
example, the fullerene epoxide of Eq. (1) in a
subsequent step may get converted into dihydroxy
fullerene by the action of trace trapped water and
B 20 3 of the glass. Such dihydroxy fullerene in the
next step, may react with the polar group29 O=B- of
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24
the B0 2' anion of the glass forming C600 2B of mass
=762-763, (Mobs = 765). The course of reaction may
be written as:
In presence boric acid (W + BOz+HzO)
of the glass at high temperature
a) CwO + H20
--7
C60c(OH) z
... (2)
b) C60 c(OH) z + O=B· [BO is generated 29 from B0 2 at 450°C] ~
[C6Qc02>B·], + H20

Similarly, the species of mass 817 can be formed
by addition of one B0 2 fragment 24 of the glass to a
C6o -diepoxide molecule and subsequent stabilization
of the product through attachment of an impurity
sodium ion from the ionization chamber (normally
known as adduct stencil). Reaction of formation of the
species of mass 817 thus may be written as:
Under the condition of reaction (2)
at high temperature.
A) O<C 60 >O + H20 - - 7 O<C6Qc(OH) 2
B) O<C 60c(OH) 2 + [O=B-O'] - - 7 [0<C6Qc02>B-0'] + H20
Table 1 S No.
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Na+ ion of the
ionization chamber

Likewise mechanism of formation of other boron
complexes can be given. It has been mentioned earlier
that bismuth adds with C GO by opening of one of the
pyracylene bonds of the latter through donation of its
lone pair of electron in the 6s orbitaL So, the reactions
of formation of bismuth complexes are also
understandable. For example, the reaction of
formation of the species of mass =1232
[B306C6oBiB40g, M= 1230-1231, ~t~s = 1232] can be
written as:

The reactions of formation of the species of M =
2329
[B306(C60)302B]
and
M
=
2867
[BiB205(C60h-BiB306.B03 are also similar, the only

Formulae and tentative structures of the complexes detected in the mass spectrum of the red composite

Mass of the C6Q -complexes detected

Proposed formula of the complexes

Proposed possible structure of the complexes

1*

817 ( 100%)

OC6QBO)Na

Nao--B~::@~

2*

932 (30%)

B30 6C 60 BO)Na

Nao-4'~@](~(B3 04)

3

1232 (75 %)

B306C60BiB40g

08 B4Bi~@:::[8 304]

4

1397(43.5 %)

C6Q(BiB)06h

5

1863 (22.3%)

OSB3B+-BiBPS

C6Q(BiB 4 0 s ) J

0'"
(r::)"

q,s.

B~B;B.A

6

2329 (24.8 %)

~~i@]~~(B304)

7

2463 (24.8%)

[OaB4Bi~(B3 04)] 2

8.

2867(26%)

OsB3Bi::.l@]:::BiBps
I~

3

c/
*Source of Na+ ion (one of the adduct stencils) is the ionisation chamber; Masses and formulae of the glass-fragments 24 of the
bismuth-borate glass those can add with fullerene moiety are: 42-43 [(B02f] . 110-113 [(B 30SrJ. 179-185 [(BsOsrJ. 293-295
[(BiB 20 4rJ. 309-311 [(BiB 20Sn 336-338 [(BiB306rJ. 378-381 [(BiB 40Sn
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difference is that the fullerene trimer is involved in
these cases.
Consideration of the relative concentration of the
species of different masses (Table 1) in the spectrum,
suggests that bismuth related complexes are the major
species in case of the red composite. This observation
is quite in agreement with the results of the absorption
spectra discussed above.
Similar ESI mass spectrum of a mixture of
fullerene complexes of the green composite (Fig. 3),
also shows existence of a number of species with
masses higher than the mass of pristine fullerene (e.g.
species with masses 837, 907,925,1502,1707,1851,
2048, 2122, 2163, 2931). These species, differ from
Table 2 S.
No.

those of the red composite in respect of their masses,
but they are quite similar to those of the latter in
chemical nature. Analysis of the spectrum of these
species suggests that the observed mass of 752
corresponds to fullerene di-epoxide G of structure
O<C60 >O. The mass of 837 (that can be attained by
the addition of two B02 units with the di-epoxide),
indicates formation of species of formula C 6o (O,B)2'
The other species can be identified in a similar way.
The species corresponding to the different masses
observed in the mass spectrum of the green composite
are shown in Table 2. The species of M = 1502,
identified as BO)CGO =CGO , is formed through similar
addition reaction of a B0 2'unit to a C 60 dimt,i:, while

Formulae and tentative structures of the complexes detected in the mass spectrum of the green composite

Mass of the C 60 -com-plexes detected

Proposed formula of the complexes

Proposed possible structure of the complexes

837 (24.7%)

B03C 60 B03

~~~-o

2*

847(17%)

B02C 60 B03 Na

-B~~-ONa

3

907 (48%)

B03C 60 B30 6

~¢@:::[B304]

4

925 (100%)

B03C 60 B30 7

~~~:[B305]

5

1502 (29%)

[C 60h B03

/o~

Q-B"O

6*

1707 (23%)

NaB0 3C 60 B02·O. B02C 60 B03Na

O[-B~~-ONa]2

7

1851(26.5%)

[B03C60 B30 7] 2

(~~~:rB305])2

8

2048 (27%)

OsB 2Bi [C60h BiB 20 4

OsB2Bi~BiB204

9

2122 (26.5%)

BiB204C60B04C60 BiB 20 s

OsB2Bi.~~BiB204

10

2163 (22 %)

[C 60h
[@]3

11 *

293 I (34.5 %)

BiB20s[C60h BiB40s.B03Na

<\lB, Bi

~l?BiB20S
o

3

/

;0

~~o

24
*Source of Na+ ion (one of the adduct stencils) is the ionisation chamber; Masses and formulae of the glass-fragments of the
110-113 [(B 30Sn , 179-185 [(BsOsn, 293-295
bismuth-borate glass those can add with fullerene moiety are: 42-43 [(B02
(BiB 20 4rJ, 309-311 (BiB 20Sn, 336-338 [(BiB 30 6rJ. 378-381 [(BiB40srJ.

n,
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the species of M=1707, identified as [NaB0 3C60
B02hO, is formed upon bridging two units of the
complex (2) of Table 2 by a trapped oxygen atom of
the glass.
Two units of the product (2) add with one atom of
trapped oxygen.

The species of M = 2122, which has been identified
as [04B2Bi)C60B04C6o(OsB2Bi], is formed through
following reaction:

.0
L..

C)

<II

Via reactions similar to (2) in
presence of H2 0 and boric acid

i) C60>O + O<C 60 + B02 ~ C60C02>B<OpC6Q
ii) 0 4B2Bi + C60C02>B<02::JC60 + BiB205~
0 4B2Bi<C60c02> B<()2::JC ~ BiB205

Such complexes of significant concentration are
shown in Table 2. Relative distribution of
concentration of these species in the spectrum,
suggests that all oxyboron complexes together is the
dominant species in case of the green composite. The
result is in agreement with our observation that the
green colour composite is formed when the reactants
as well as the reaction atmosphere are relatively less
rigidly free from the contamination of oxygen and
moisture. In fact, more is the presence of trace oxygen
in the system, more is the possibility of formation of
epoxide and hence larger is the possibility of
formation of oxyboron complexes. A qualitative
change in the range of products thus occurs for two
different conditions of preparations.
Because of the tendency of degradation in the
ambient atmosphere of the complexes of both the red
and green composite, we could not separate the
individual complexes from their respective mixture by
using normal chromatographic technique. But, the
results of the mass spectrum show that the complexes
in the mixture have only two types of chromophoric
groups: one belonging to boron related and the other
to the bismuth related complexes. Bismuth related
complexes dominate in case of red composite, while
the boron related complexes dominate in the green
composite. This phenomenon helped us to analyse
successfully both the absorption and IR spectra of the
complexes in the mixture.
IRspectra

Because of the fact that the different vibrations of
the host glass itself, lie and dominate in the same
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Fig. 4 - IR spectra of: (a) Thin film of a mixture of boron and
bismuth complexes of C 60 of the red composite on KBr pellet (b);
Thin film of a mixture of boron and bismuth complexes of C60 of
the green composite on KBr pellet; (c) (Zinc, bismuth) borate
glass.

frequency region, it was not possible to detect IR
bands of the complexes while the complexes were in
the composites. The IR spectrum of the mixture of the
complexes of each of the composites was however,
recorded after depositing a thin film of the complexes
on a KBr pallet using an instantly prepared toluene
extract of the species. Such IR spectra of the thin
films of the mixture of complexes corresponding to
the red and green composites recorded in the
frequency range 500-2000 cm-! are shown in Figs 4a4b along with that of the base (zinc bismuth) borate
glass (4c). It is clear from the spectrum of Fig. 4c, that
the base glass, i.e. the zinc bismuth borate glass has
only four distinguishable prominent IR absorption
bands at 702, 911, 1024 and 1278 cm- l in the entire
frequency range studied. Vibrations of bismuthoxygen polyhedra are normally known 30 to appear at a
frequency range below 450-500 cm- l . The zinc ions of
the present glass are mainly in the interstitial
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positions. So, zinc related vibration is also not
expected in the frequency range studied. The IR bands
observed in the spectrum of the base glass should,
therefore, be associated with the vibrations of
different borate anions of the glass. It is already
established form earlier studies 31,32 that in a [xBi 20 r
(I-x )B 20 3) glass, the content of tetrahedral [B04 ]
structural units increases at the cost of [B0 3] units
with the increase of concentration of Bh03 and
reaches a maximum when the mole fraction of Bi 20 3
(x) is around 0.45 . Considering the fact that the
present glass contains Bi 20 ) around 0.45 mole
fraction, it is expected that the glass should have a
large content of [B0 4] tetrahedron along with planar
orthoborate [B03) units. The observed band at
1024 cm' l due to asymmetric stretching vibration
V a,[B(4)-0) of B04 unit, and the bands at 1278 cm'l
[vas(B(3)-O») , 911 cm" [vs(B(3)-O)] and 702 cm'l
[y(B(3)-O)] due to B03 units in the spectrum, do
actually show 31 .33 ,3s that the presence of both the B04
and B03 units in the glass structure.
Pristine C60 molecule has zo only four strong IR
absorption bands at 526,576, 1182 and 1428 cm'l due
to intramolecular Flu modes and a weak band at 1539
cm' l due to the cage vibration. Each of the spectra of
the mixture of complexes corresponding to the extract
of the two types of composites, on the other hand,
shows a number of IR absorption bands.
A careful scrutiny of the two spectra shows that
they have common bands at 1385, 1460, 1540 cm' l
and another band (split in case of green complex) in
between 1270-1290 cm'l. The band at 1540 cm'l ,
which is associated with the C60 fullerene-cage
vibration 20,26 is known to remain unaffected even in
the case; the molecule undergoes some addition
reaction. Occurrence of the 1540 cm'l band in the
spectra therefore, definitely shows presence of C60
molecules in both the series of complexes. Since the
isolated borates and bismuth-borate units of the glass
(described earlier) are not expected to get dissolved in
toluene, they are not supposed to be present in the
filtrate of the extract. Appearance of the B(3)-O
asymmetric stretching band (1270-1290 cm'l) in the
case of the spectra of the filtered extract of both the
composites, therefore, shows 31 .33 ,34 that either borate
or bismuth-borate units or both are attached at least in
case of some of the fullerene complexes. The band at
1385 cm,l, which is not found in the IR spectrum of
the base glass, but appears in the spectra of both the
types of complexes, must be associated with the

C60 -moiety. Such a band is known 12,20,2S.Z6 to arise in
the spectrum of C60 , when the C60 molecules suffer a
loss in Ih symmetry due to formation of addition
complex or undergo self-polymerization through
opening of pyracylene bonds. The opening of a
pyracylene bond actually causes20.ZS.Z6 softening and a
red shift of the 1428 cm'l C=C, T lu band of the C60
molecule to 1385 cm'l . The 1460 cm" common band
of the spectra seems to be the Ag Raman mode 20,26 of
C60 (1469 cm"). It has appeared in case of both the IR
spectra with a red shift, possibly due to loss of
symmetry of the fullerene cage and acquiring of
charge. We analyse the other bands of the IR
spectrum of each of the composites as follows:
The IR spectrum of the mixture of fullerene
complexes of the red composite (Fig. 4a), shows
relatively strong bands other than the common bands
discussed above, at 780, 10 15, and 1080 em". A band
of moderate intensity is also observed at 660 em". As
stated already, that the fuII erene on selfpolymerization or complexation with bismuth or
boron through cage opening, suffers a loss in its lh
symmetry. As a consequence, therefore, a splitting of
the highly degenerated IR modes of C60 , is expected
in the spectrum. In fact, observation of IR bands at
1015 and 1080 cm' l at the cost of 1182 cm'l band of
pristine fullerene, proves that the fullerene molecules
of the composite have actually undergone cageopening reaction I Z, 13,ZO.Z5,26
It has been discussed in the mass spectra section,
that the possible isolated borate and bismuth-borate
units of the host glass that can add with fullerene
during the preparation of the composites are: B0 2,
B 20 S, BiB z0 4 , BiBzO s, BiB 30 6 and BiB 40 8. Of these,
bismuth-borate units are most likely to have 36,38
tetrahedral borates in their structures. The strong IR
band at 780 cm' l (which is the signature of symmetric
stretching mode V s[B(4)-0] of [B04]), appearing only
in the case of elute of the red composite, therefore,
shows that the red composite contains large amount of
such type of addition complexes of C60 in which the
addendum is dominated by bismuth-borate units - a
result perfectly in agreement with the results of the
absorption and mass spectra. The band at 660 cm'l,
which is also an exclusive characteristic of the red
complexes, possibly represents y[B(3)-O] mode 31,34,35.38
of the associated B0 3 of the bismuth borate units.
The IR spectrum of the mixture of fullerene
complexes of the green composite (Fig. 4b) shows a
series of strong bands, other than the common bands

SAHOO el at.: BISMUTH AND BORON ADDITION COMPLEXES OF C 60

already discussed, at 700, 740, 1035, 1070, 1130 and
1740 em-I. Out of these bands, the bands at 1070 and
1130 cm- 1 are seen to appear at the cost of 1182 cm- 1
band of C6Q. In analogy with the previous arguments,
we conclude that the fullerene molecules of these
complexes have also undergone cage-opening
.
f?-.13..10
. thelr
'
reactIon
- .-~ 5 .-16 an d there by su f+lered a Ioss In

Ih symmetry. The bands at -700 cm· 1 and -1035 cm- 1
as discussed earlier, are related respectively to the
y[B (3)-O] mode of planar orthoborate and the
Vas [B(4)-O] mode of tetrahedral [B0 41 units. Thus, it is
evident that the complexes of the green composite are
also attached to different borate and bismuth-borate
units.
The band at 740 em-I which is known II to appear
frequently in the spectra of various complexes of C6Q,
is associated 11.25 with the normal C-C vibration of C6Q
cage. Simultaneous occurrence of -700 cm- 1 out of
plane bending mode y[B(3)-O] of the planar
orthoboratc unit and the 740 cm- 1 C-C vibration of the
C6Q cage, shows that C 60 c~ > B - 0 type of rings are
most likely present in t!1e structure of some of these
complexes. The proposition of formation of such
hetero epoxy rings in these complexes is further
supported by the detection of the strong IR band at
1
1740 cm- in the spectrum. This high frequency band
can be considered to be a combination band39 of the
740 em-I C-C vibration of the C60 cage and the
asymmetric ring stretching of the c~ > B - 0 ring.
The asymmetric ring stretching frequency of the
pentagonal ring of compounds like phenyl methylene
dioxide is known 39 to occur in the v-range -950 em-I.
This frequency value wiJI increase, in the case of the
present (carbon, boron)-pentagonal ring because of
replacement of one carbon atom of the ring by a
relatively lighter and less electronegative boron atom,
i.e. the combination band proposed above should have
a frequency (v) > (740 + 950 = 1690) em-I. So,
assignment of the 1740 cm- 1 band as the above
described combination band39 is quite rational.
Appearance of 700 cm- l and 1740 cm- l boron related
vibrational bands exclusively in the case of complexes
of the green composite and their relatively higher
intensity suggest that the fullerene complexes of the
green composite are dominated by boron related
compounds.
Tentative structures of the complexes

In a bismuth-borate structure, bismuth ions are
36 37
known •
to form different irregular oxygen
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coordination polyhedra. For example, in BiB 30 6
crystae6 the bismuth ions remain in six-fold oxygen
coordination (Bi06). Three bonds in (Bi0 6) are shOIt
which actually form Bi0 3 irregular trigonal pyramid
with bismuth ion at the top. The other oxygens are at
longer distances. The lone pair of electrons of the
cation is known 36-38 to be located nearly opposite to
the short bonds. Bismuth borate units, of the present
glass, will also have similar bismuth-oxygen pyramid
with their respective bismuth ions at the top carrying
their lone pair of electrons on the head. Such
configuration actually helps the bismuth ions of the
respective bismuth-borate units to form complex with
l6
C60 through donation of their lone pair of electrons .
With this knowledge in view and considering the
results of the Mass, IR and the absorption spectra
together with the mechanisms of reaction of formation
of the complexes, we propose tentative structures for
the complexes of the two systems. These are shown in
the third column of Tables 1 and 2. The positions of
attachment of various addenda to the C60 moiety in a
given structure are not absolute. They are assigned
only on the basis of minimum steric hindrance.
Useful properties of the composites

Fullerene and its derivatives are known to have
good non-linear optical properties40Al . The composite
glasses containing the present C6Q-complexes, have
shown 16•42 a non-linear susceptibility value of X (3) =
1.5x 10- 11 esu. They also show 43 enhanced electrical
conductivity. Thus, apart from the interests in their
basic chemistry, these compounds have opened up
new avenues for tailoring different inorganic-organic
hybrids of potential applications.

Conclusions
Two new classes of fullerene (C 60 ) complexes
where bismuth and boron are made to add with the
fullerene moiety through high temperature reactions
between a (zinc, bismuth) borate glass and C60 , have
been synthesized for the first time. The mechanisms
of reaction of formation of the complexes have been
proposed and their probable tentative structures have
been given. Discovery of these compounds have
opened up new avenues for tailoring different
inorganic-fullerene
composites
of
potential
applications.
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